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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the second order ordinary differential equation 
Y” =&t-(X, Y> Y’> (1) 
where f  is a continuous real-valued function defined on the set 
A = ((x9 y, Y’) : x EI, I y  I + I Y’ I < a>, 
and I is any interval of the real line R. In connection with the differential 
equation (1) we consider the boundary value problem (BVP) 
Y” = f(X, y, Y’> 
y(u) =- a, y(b) == p 
where [a, 61 C I, and (a, /3) E RZ. 
(1) 
(2) 
It is well known that solutions to initial value problems for (1) vary 
continuously with respect to initial conditions provided initial value problems 
are uniquely solvable. (See e.g. [3], pp. 94-95). 
In this paper we prove that an analogous relationship exists between 
solutions to boundary value problems for (I) and their boundary values. This 
result is stated as Theorem 11 and improves a similar result in a paper by 
Gaines [2]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The concepts of subfunction and superfunction which are used in this 
paper are those which are developed by Fountain and Jackson in [I]. 
* Portions of this paper are part of a doctoral thesis written under the supervision 
of Professor Lloyd K. Jackson at the University of Nebraska. 
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When we say that solutions to boundary value problems for (1) whenever 
they exist are unique on subintervals of I we mean that for each [a, b] C I and 
each (01, /3) E R2 the boundary value problem (l), (2) has at most one solution 
y(,x) E C2[a, b]. 
If y(x) is differentiable at x E I, let 
IIY(x)il = maxIi y(x),, IrWl. 
LEMMA 1. Let 52 be a compact subset of A. For each K > 0 there exists an 
B > 0 such that for all (x0, o(, cu’) E Q, any solution y(x) of the initial value 
problem (IVP) y” = f  (x, y, y’), y(x,,) = a, y’(xO) = a’ exists on 
I% - E, x0 -1 F] n I 
and (x, y(x), y’(x)) E Q* for allx E [x0 - E, x0 + E] n i’ where Q* == {(x, z, 2’): 
for some (x, y, y’) E Q, j y  - .z j < K and 1 y’ - z’ / < K}. 
Proof. Let 
M = maxtlf (x, y, y’)l : (x, Y, y’) E Q*>, 
N = max{lY I + ly’ I : (x,r,Y’)EQ*> 
and choose E = min{K/(N + l), K/(M + 1)). 
THEOREM 2. For each n 2 1, let m(x) be a solution of the IVP, 
Y" = f(x, Y, Y'), Y&J = yny Y’&,) = yn' where (x,, , yn, m') E 4 and let 
(y, , A,) be its maximal interval of existence. Let lim,,,(x, ,yn, y,‘) = 
(x,, , y0 , yO’) E A. Then there is a solution y(x) of y” = f  (x, y, y’), y(x,,) = yO , 
y’(x,J = yO’ having a maximal interval of existence (,u, A) and a subsequence 
tYn,L c tYx=l with the property that if p < x, < x2 < h then 
pn, < xl < x2 < hflk for k suficiently large and y,,(x) + y(x) as k -+ co in the 
Cl norm on [x1 , x2]. 
Proof. ([3], pp. 14-15). 
THEOREM 3. Let [a, b] C I. Given any M > 0 and N > 0 there is a 
6(M, N) > 0 such that the boundary value problem y” = f  (x, y, y’), y(c) = y1 , 
y(d) = y2 has a solution of class C’ on [c, d] for any points (c,yl) and (d, y,) 
with 
[c, dl C [a, bl, lc-dl <a, lY11 GM, IYZI GM 
and I(rl - y2)I(c - 4 G N. 
THEOREM 4. Let M > 0, N > 0 be$xed and let 6(M, N) be as in Theorem 3. 
Then given any E > 0 there is a u, 0 < (T f  S(M, N), such that for any points 
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(c, yJ and(d, yz) with [c, d] C [a, b], 1 c - d ; < u, / y1 1 < M, i y2 i 12 M, and 
/(yl - y2)/(c - d)l ,< N, there is a solution y(x) of (1) of class C2 on [c, d] with 
Y(C) = Yl ) Y(d) =- Ya and with 1 y(x) - w(x)1 G: E and j y’(x) --~ w’(x)/ ;G E on 
[c, d] where u(x) is the linear function with w(c) =: y1 andy, = w(d). 
Proofs of both of these theorems are given in [I]. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose solutions to BVP’s on subintervals of I whenever thq 
exist are unique. Suppose y(x) is a solution of (1) in some neighborhood of x0 and 
is extended to the right of x0 to a maximal interval of existence [x0 , A) where 
[x0 , A] C I. Then y(h - 0) exists as an extended real number. Furthermore if 
y(X - 0) is jinite, then y’(X - 0) = f  co. Similarly if y(x) is extended to the 
left of x0 to a maximal interval of existence (p, x0] and [CL, x0] C I, then y(p $- 0) 
exists as an extended real number. If  y(p + 0) is finite then y’(p + 0) = +co. 
Proof. In case [x0 , A] = [x0 , co) n I and y(X - 0) and y’(h - 0) exist and 
are finite, then we will say that y(x) E Ca[x, , A] and is a solution of (1) on 
[x0 , A] where we define 
y(h) = y(h - 0), y'(A) = y’(A - 0) and y”(h) = f(k y(h), y’(h)). 
Suppose y(X - 0) d oes not exist as an extended real number. Then there 
exists an E > 0 and p E R such that 
lim infy(x) < p - E < p + E < lim suPY(X). 
x-WI- +x4- 
For h > 0, consider the BVP, u” =f(x, u, u’), u(X - h) : p, u(h) = p. By 
Theorems 3 and 4, with N = 1 and M = 1 p / + 1, there is a 6 > 0 such 
that if 0 < h < 6 this BVP has a solution u(x) E C2[h - h, A] with 
1 u(x) - p / < E for all x E [A - h, A]. Under our assumptions y(x) crosses U(X) 
infinitely many times on [A - k, A). From this contradiction we conclude that 
y(X - 0) exists as an extended real number. 
Suppose y(X - 0) is finite but y’(h - 0) does not exist. Then there exists 
E > 0 and p E R such that 
liE;nf y’(x) < p - E < p + E < lim+;tp y’(X). 
For h > 0, consider the BVP, u” = f  (x, u, u’), u(h - h) = y(X - 0) - ph, 
u(X) = y(h - 0). By Theorems 3 and 4 with N = 1 p / + 1 and 
M=]y(h-O)~+/p/+1,thereexistsO<S<1suchthatifO<h<S 
this BVP has a solution u(x) E C2[X - h, A] with / u’(x) - p I < E for all 
x E [A - h, A]. Hence for all x E [A - h, A], 
y(h - 0) - (p + E)(h - x) < u(x) < y(h - 0) - (p - e)(h - x). 
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Under our assumptions y(x) crosses U(X) infinitely many times on [X - h, X). 
From this contradiction we conclude that if y(X - 0) is finite then y’(h - 0) 
exists as an extended real number. It follows from a well known result about 
extensions of solutions, ([5]; page 14), that y’(/\ - 0) cannot be finite. Hence 
y’(X - 0) = ~:a. 
By a similar argument we obtain that y(p + 0) exists as an extended real 
number and y’(p + 0) = &CC if y(p + 0) is finite. 
3. DEPENDENCE OF SOLUTIONS ON BOLWDARY CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 6. Suppose solutions to BVP’s for (1) whenever they exist are 
unique on subintervals of I. I f  yO( x is a solution of (1) on [a, b] C I then each of ) 
the following occurs. 
(i) there exists a decreasing (increasing) sequence of solutions, {y~(~)}~~~~ , 
of (1) defined on [a, bl such thaty,(a) = y,,(a), y,(b) > yo(b)(yn(b) <: y,(b)) ami 
j/y,(x) - yo(x)ll ---f 0 as n + co uniformly on [a, b]; and 
(ii) there exists a decreasing (increasing) sequence of solutions, {YJ~)},“~ , 
of (1) defined on [a, bl such that y,(b) = y&bh r,(a) > rd4bd4 <x,(a)) 
and ji yn(x) - y,(x)11 --f 0 as ?z ---f KI uniformly on [a, b]. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that there exists a decreasing sequence of 
solutions satisfying the required conditions of (i). 
For each x0 E [a, b] consider the initial value problem (IVP), 
Y” = f  (x, y, Y') 
Y&J = YOU 
i VZ”) 
Y’(%) = Yo’(Xd f  
Suppose (la) has no solution, y(x), such that for some x E (a, b], y(x) > yO(x). 
Then for each n >, 1 let y%(x) be a solution, to the right, of the IVP, 
y” = f  (x, y, y’), y(a) = y,,(a), and y’(a) = y”‘(a) + l/n. Suppose [a, A,) is 
the maximal interval of existence of y,(x) to the right. Since yTl(a) = yO(a) 
and y,‘(a) -y,,‘(a) as n ---f co, by Theorem 2, there exists a solution y(x) of 
(I,) with [a, h) as its maximal interval of existence to the right and a 
subsequence ~Y~~x)K~~~=~ C {Y~$L such that !I mcoW - ~(4 - 0 as 
n - co uniformly on compact subintervals of [a, X). Sincey,(x) is a “maximal” 
solution of (I,) on [a, b], y(x) <y,(x) on [a, b] n [a, h). Furthermore 
y,(x) > y&x) for all x E (a, A,) n (a, b] sirmy, = y&a) andy,‘(a) > y,,‘(a). 
As a result of these facts, y(x) = y&x) on [a, X) n [a, b], h > b and 
ll~~&) - ~&x)ll - 0 as n(l) + co uniformly on [a, 61. Since {yn(l)(~)}nm(r+l 
is a decreasing sequence of solutions, it satisfies the requirements of the 
sequence of solutions described in (i). 
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Suppose, however, there is some solution y(x) of (I,) with y(x) > y”(x) for 
some x E (a, b]. Let S == {CJ E [a, 6) : the IVP (1,J has a solution y(z) with 
y(x) > yO(x) for some D < x 5; b}. Either 5’ -= (a) or S is an interval. To 
prove this we observe that a E S and ifs E S then for any a < t < s let 
where y(x) is a solution of (1,) which satisfies Y(X) > ya(x) for some x E (s, b]. 
Then y(x) is a solution of the IVP (It) possessing the property that makes t an 
element of S. Let E > 0 be the “c” obtained from Lemma 1 where K = 1 and 
fJ = xx~Yo(4?Yo’w : x E [a, b]}. Let K = iubS. We consider two cases as 
K=bora<K<b. 
IfK=b,choosecsuchthata<c<band/b-cl<e.ThencESand 
there exists a solution y(x) of (I,) which satisfies y(x) > Y,,(X) for some 
c < x < b. It follows from Lemma 1 that y(x) is defined on [c, b]. Since 
solutions to BVP’s whenever they exist are unique on I, y(b) > y,(b). Using 
Lemma 1 and Theorem 4.1 in [Xj, we have that for each /3 withy,,(b) < /3 < y(b) 
there exists a solution y(x; j?) of (1,) with y(b; /I) = p. Let 
i ~~(4, if 
‘(” ‘) = I y(x; /3), 
a<x<c 
if c -C x < 6. 
Then u(x; p) is a solution of (1) on [a, b]. By Lemma I, 
@4x; B) : Mb) < P < y(@S 
and 
04~; PI : x.0) < B < y(b)} 
are uniformly bounded on [a, b]. Since y(x; /3) satisfies (I), 
W’(T PI : y,,(b) < P < Al 
is uniformly bounded on [a, b]. Thus (u(x; /3) : y,(b) < p <y(b)} and 
{u’(x; /3) : y,,(b) < p < y(b)) are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on 
[a, b]. Let {&}z’i be a monotonically decreasing sequence which 
converges to y,,(b). By the Ascoli-Arzela Theorem, there is a subsequence 
Mx; Adl)X(l)=l c Mx; PnK1 and a continuously differentiable function 
U(X) defined on [a, b] such that /I u(x; ,&cl)) - u(x)11 + 0 as n(l) -r CO 
uniformly on [a, b]. Since u(x; /$zci,) is a solution of (1) on [a, b] for all n(1) > 1, 
U(X) E P[a, b] and is a solution of (1) on [a, b]. Furthermore u(a) = y,,(a) and 
u(b) = y,,(b) implies that U(X) =: y,,(x) for all x E [a, b] and 
II 4x; Pnd - YCIW + 0 
as n(l) ---t cc uniformly on [a, b] 
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If a < k < b, choose c and d in the following manner. If k = a, let 
a=c<d<bandd-c<e.Ifa<k<b,leta<c<k<d<band 
d - c < E. Then c E S but d $ S. By Lemma 1, all solutions of (1J exist on 
[c, d] and by Theorem 4.1 in [3] the set T = ((y(d), y’(d)) : y(x) is a solution 
of (I,)} is a connected set. Since d $ S, there exists a sequence {(a%, n,‘)}z=, C T 
such that {o~~}~=i is a strictly decreasing sequence and (0112, an’) -+ (y,,(d), y,,‘(d)) 
as n --f co. For each n >, 1, let U,(X) be a solution, to the right, of the IVP (1) 
with y(d) = all, y’(d) = 01,’ having maximal interval of existence [d, A,). 
Then by Theorem 2, there is a solution, U(X), of the IVP (Id) with maximal 
interval of existence to the right [d, h) and a subsequence {~~(r,(~)}&r C 
M4L such that II w)(x) - 49 - 0 uniformly on compact subintervals 
of [d, X). Let Y&X) be defined by 
where D&X) is a solution of (1J which satisfies v,(,)(d) = an(I) , 
v:(,)(d) = 01;(r) for n(1) 3 1. Then y%&~) is a solution of (1J which exists on 
k, bd. mdd) = wl) > yo(4 implies that ~dx) > Y&) on [d, 4d for 
all n(1) > 1. By Theorem 2, by taking subsequences if necessary, we can 
assume that I/ am - yo(x)j/ + 0 as n(l) + 03 uniformly on [c, d]. Since 
d $ S, 44 d y&) on [a, bl n [d, 0 H owever we also have that u,(x) > yO(x) 
for all x > d; consequently U(X) = yO(x), X > b, for n(l) sufficiently large 
Y~(~,(x) is defined on [a, b] and /I yncl,(zc) - y,,(x)// --f 0 as n + cc uniformly 
on [a, b]. Alsoy,&b) > y,(b) for all n(1) > 1 and {y,(i)(x)},“(rr,, is a decreasing 
sequence. This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose solutions to BVP’s for (1) whenever they exist are 
unique on subintervals of I. If y”(x) is a solution of (1) on [a, b] C I then the 
following occur. 
(i) there is a decreasing sequence of solutions {~~(x)},“=~ of (1) dejked on 
[a, bl with m(a) > rd4 ynW ) y&9 and II m(x) - r&II - 0 as n - a 
uniformly on [a, b]; and 
(ii) there is an increasing sequence of solutions {~Jx)},“=~ of (1) defined on 
[a, bl with y&4 < ~~(4, ~~(4 < x,(b) and II m(x) - u&)ll - 0 as n + 60 
uniformly on [a, b]. 
Proof. By Theorem 6, there exists a decreasing sequence of solutions of 
(lb ~Y~WL 7 such thaty&) = ro(4yn@) > y,(b) and II Y&) - Y&N - 0 
as n --t cc uniformly on [a, b]. Similarly, for each n > 1, there exists a 
decreasing sequence of solutions of (I), (y&x))~=, , such that ynk(b) = y,(b), 
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ynk(a) > y,(a) and 11 y&x) - yJx)ii ---f 0 as k --L K’ uniformly on [a, 61. Thus 
by picking an appropriate subsequence of {~~~~(x)I;,~~r wc obtain the desired 
sequence of solutions satisfying (i). By a similar manner a sequence of 
solutions satisfying (ii) exists. 
THEOREM S. Suppose solutions to BVP’s for (1) whenever they exist are 
unique on subintervals of I. If f . 01 each n > 0, yJx) is a solution f3f (I) on [a, , b,,] 
with G-4, , Yn(4)lL - (a, , yo(d and {(h , y,$WL - @, , y&J) then 
for each E > 0 there exists an N such that for n I- ;V ‘/ yll(x) - yO(x)!i < E for 
all x E Ea, , b,,] n [a, , 4J. 
Proof. In case a,, > a, and/or b, > b, , we extend y,,(x) to be a solution of 
(1) on some interval [c, d] 3 [a ,, , b,] where a, > c and/or b, < d respectively. 
Let E $, 0 be given. By Theorem 6, there exists solutions u(x) and V(X) 
defined on [uO, b,] such that u(x) ~5 y,,(x) < z(x) with strict inequalities 
holding at x == a, and b, . Moreover jl U(X) - y,,(x)IJ < 42 and 
(I v(x) -y”(x),1 < 42 for all x c [a, , b,]. 
Applying Lemma 1, with K = 42 and 
Q = {(X,.Y,Y') : “I? E [c, 4, IVY -Y,M ,< 41 
we conclude for some S > 0, u(x) and v(x) can be extended to be solutions on 
[c, d] n [a,, - S, 6, + S]. Moreover )I u(x) - y,(x)li < E and II v(x) - y,,(.x)ll < E 
on [c, d] n [a, - S, b, + S]. Hence there exists an N such that for n >: N, 
a, - S < a, , b, < b,, + 6, ~(a,~) < 01, < ~(a,) and u(b,) < pn < v(b,,). 
Consequently since BVP’s have at most one solution on subintervals of 1, 
/ y&) - Y,(X) I (: c on [a, , &I n [a, , b,] for all n > N. If  there is no Nr > N 
such that n 2 Nr implies that / Ye’ - y”‘(x)1 < E on [a, , b,] n [a0 , b,] then 
by taking subsequences if necessary there is a sequence {x7Jz=r C [c, d], an 
x,, E [a,, , b,] and K > 0 such that {x~},“=~ ---f x0 but ) yY!‘(x,J - y,,‘(xJ :- k for 
all n 2 1. Also to be specific, suppose that yn’(x,,) J- y,,‘(xJ + k for all 
n > 1. For each n 2 1 consider a solution u,(x) of the IVP ui = f  (x, u, , u,,‘), 
u,(x,) = y,(xJ, u,‘(xJ = yO’(x,J + R. Theorem 2 asserts the existence of 
a subsequence {~~(~)(x))n”(r,=i of {un(x)}n”_r w ic converges to a solution U(x) h’ h 
of the IVP U” -f(x, u, u’), u(x,J = y,,(x&, u/(x”) = yO’(xO) + k. Since 
y~&d > uh(xnd and ~‘(4 = yo'(xo) + k we have lim,(,)-~, ~dx) > 
lim,(,p, udl)(~) = 4x1 > ydx) for x E (x0 , x0 + S) with 6 chosen sufficiently 
small. From this contradiction we conclude that for c :> 0, there is an N, 
such that if n > Nr then 11 y,(x) - y,,(x)]l < E for all x E [a, , 6,] n [a, , b,,]. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose solutions to BVP’s for (I) whenever they exist are unique 
on subintervals of I. Let [a, b] C I and for some 01 E R, let S = {y(x) : y(x) is a 
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solution of (1) on [a, b], y(u) = a}. If s is uniformly bounded below, then 
CD(X) = inf{y(x) : y(X) E S}f or x E [a, b] is a subfunction and superfunction on 
[a, b]. Similarly, ; f  S is uniformly bounded above on [a, b], then 
Y(x) = sup{y(x) : y(x) E S} is a subfunction and a superfunction on [a, b]. 
Proof. We will consider only the case when S is uniformly bounded 
below, since the case when S is uniformly bounded above is handled in a 
similar manner. 
By Theorem 3 of [1], G(x) is a superfunction. Suppose @(x) is not a 
subfunction on [a, b]. Then there exists x1 , x2 and xa satisfying 
a < x1 < x2 < x3 < b 
and there is a solution u(x) of (1) on [x1 , xa] such that u(xr) 2 @(x1), 
u(xJ 3 @(~a), but u(xJ < @(x2). By Th eorem 6, there exists a solution U*(X) 
defined on [x1, xa] such that u*(xr) > @(x1), u*(xa) > @(~a) but 
u*(xJ < @(x2). By the definition of Q(x), there are solutions ~~(2) and ya(x), 
which are elements of S and satisfy 
@(x3) G Y&d < u*bJ and @(Xl) G Y&1) < u*w 
Since yr(a) = y2(a) = a either @(~a) < yr(xa) < u*(xa) or 
@(Xl) d Y&b) < u*c4 
But then in either case one of solutions y,(x) and ya(x) must cross U*(X) twice 
on [x1 , ~a]. From this contradiction we conclude that @i(x) is a subfunction. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose solutions to BVP’s for (1) whenever they exist are 
unique on subintervals of 1. I f  yO( x is a sohtion of (1) on [Q, b] CI then for all ) 
E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all a < d < b and all ct such that 
Ia- yo(d)l < 6 the BVP y” = f  (x, y,y’), y(a) = y+,(a), y(d) = 01 has a 
solution y(x) and )I y(x) - y,,(x)11 < E on [a, d]. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then, as a consequence of Theorem 8, 
there exists a sequence {(d, , &)}~=r converging to (do , y(d,,)) such that 
a < d, < 6 and a < d, < b but the BVP y” = f  (x, y, y’), y(a) = y,,(a), 
y(d,) = &, has no solution for each n >, 1. As a result of Theorem 3, a < d,, . 
Since Pn > y&J or Pn < yd4) f  or infinitely many n, we will assume without 
taking subsequences that fin > y,(d,) for all n > 1. Let S, = {y(x) : y  is a 
solution of (1) on [a, d,], y(a) = yO(a), y(d,) < rS,>, for each n 2 1. ys(x) E S, 
for all n >, 1. Let Qn(x) = sup{y(x) : y(x) E S,} for each x E [a, d,J. As a 
result of Theorem 6, there is a solution U(X) of (1) defined on [a, d,,] such that 
44 = Aa) and 44J > yd4); consequently for n sufficiently large 
u(d,) > /3n > y,(do). For simplicity we assume this is true for all n > 1. 
Since BVP’s for (1) have at most one solution on subintervals of I, for all 
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y(X) E &y(x) < U(X) on [a, d,]. Consequently u(,%) I> Qn(.z) ,,lr y,,(x) on 
[a, d,] for all n > 1. By Lemma 9, cD~(x) is a subfunction and superfunction 
on [a, d,] for n 3 I. I f  di,(d,) -7 /$ , then by assumption @Jx) is not a 
solution on [a, d,] for each n ;s 1. If  cD~(&) c j3, then by Theorem 6, if 
G?~(x) is a solution, we can pick a solution y(x) of (I) on [a, &] such that 
y(a) =-~ @Ja) and dj,(d,) < y(d,) < is, . But this violates the definition of 
on(x); consequently in either case @Jx) is not a solution on [a, G!,] for each 
n 2 1. Applying Theorem 4.10 in [4] and Theorem 5, for each n 12 1 there 
exists an X~ E [a, d,] such that D,(X) is a solution of (I) on 
Lh - 6, , G) or (G , x,, + S,] for some 6, > 0 with 1 lim,,,; GJ~‘(x)~ = CC 
or 1 lim,-,.; Q,‘(x)1 = co. To be specific, suppose @J.Y) is a solution of (1) on 
Exn - %L , x?,), lim,,,. D%‘(x) ~- +CC and (xn},“L1 -> x0 E [a, da]. It may have 
been necessary to take subsequences in the above step. Hence for each n > 1 
there exists t, E (xn - 6, , x~) such that @JxJ - Qn(tn) :> (M + 2)(x, - t,) 
where M = max{I ys’(x)i : a < x < b). Also by definition of cD~(x), there 
exists a solution y,(x) of (1) defined on [a, d,] such that y,(u) =: @%(a), 
Y&) < @&9 on [a, 41 and Y,(G) > @JxJ -- (xn ~ t,). Hence by the 
RIean Value Theorem 
for some tn < pn < X, and hence y,‘(pJ > M + I. Now {@~(d,J}~~r --f yO(d,,) 
so by Theorem 8 there is an N such that n ;> N implies that 
Ii Y&) - Y&4 < ; for all x E [a, b] f? [a, d,]. 
Hence I y,‘(p,J - y,,‘(& < 4 that is 
I yn’(pn)l < j y()‘(/$J -+ g 2-r M f  ; c: M d- I. 
From this contradiction we conclude the validity of this theorem. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose BVP’s for (1) haze at most one solution on 
subinterouls of I. Ify,(x) is a solution of (1) on [a, b] C I then for any E > 0 there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that for all [c, d] C [a, b] and all (01, ,fl) E R2 with 
1 01 - y,(c)1 < 6 und 1 /3 - y,(d)1 < 6 the BVP y” = f  (x, y, y’), y(c) = a, and 
y(d) = /3 has a solution y(x) satisfying I/ y(x) - y,,(x)11 < E for uZZ x E [c, d]. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then as a consequence of Theorem 8, there 
exists sequences {(a, ~4Z1 - (a0 , ~~(4) and {(k , An)>L - (4, , y&J) 
such that the BVP y” = f  (x, y, y’), y(uJ = OL, , y(b,) = ,$ has no solution. 
For infinitely many 11 either ~,,(a,) > OL, or y&u,) < 01, and y,(b,) > fin or 
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YOW < is, . By taking subsequences if necessary, let us assume for 
definiteness that y,,(a,) > 01, but ~~(6,) < /$ for all n 3 1. Let 
aa’ = inf(a, : n 2 11 and b,‘=sup{b,:n31} 
By use of Theorem 6, let U(X) be a solution of (1) defined on 
[a, 61 n [4Y, 6, t &I 
with ~(a,‘) = ~,,(a,,‘) and u(b,) > y,(b,) for some 6, > 0. Similarly, let v(x) 
be a solution of (1) defined on [a, b] n [aa - 6, , 6,‘] such that v(b,‘) = y,(b,‘) 
and v(uJ < ~~(a,). Th en by taking subsequences if necessary we can assume 
that U(X) and V(X) are defined on [a,‘, b,‘] with Al < 01, < ~,,(a,) and 
y,(b,) < & < ~(6,) for all ?z > I. Let S, = {y(x) : y(x) is a solution of (I) on 
k42 3 hL1, Y&J = %I > Yu4 G ALI. As a result of Theorem 10, for n 
sufficiently large the BVP y” = f(x, y, y’), ~(a,) = 01, , y(b,‘) = y,(b,‘) has a 
solution. Consequently for n sufficiently large S, # a. For all y(x) E S, , 
U(X) < y(x) f  U(X). Let Qn(x) = sup{y(x) : y(r) E S,,} for x E [Us , bn]. Then 
Lemma 9 implies that Q5,(x) is a subfunction and superfunction for n 
sufficiently large. The remainder of the proof is similar to the arguments in 
the proof of Theorem 10 leading to a contradiction. 
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